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BASZCS OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: INTRODUCTION
In the winter of 1989 the idea emerged to document the knowledge
about inventory management models, that had been developed over
almost 10 years of research and 5 years of practical applications
in a number of consultancy projects. The main motivation to
document the methodology underlying a number of well-proven
algorithms was that most existing literature did not cover the
practical applications encountered. Investigations revealed that
most well-known algorithms were based on the assumptions of
stable demand during iead times and large batch sizes. Both
assumptions do not apply to the JIT environment characterized by
short lead times and high order frequencies.
My starting point was the application of renewal theory to
production-inventory models. It turned out that the same
formalism was applicable to the classical inventory models, like
periodic review and reorder point models. The attention of the
analysis was focused on service levels and average inventories.
The reason for this was that in many cases the problem was to
find a relation between customer service requirements and holding
costs for different planning scenarios. The algorithms developed
turned out to be robust and fast.
The conviction grew that the methodology extended to most
practically relevant service measures and to all classical
inventory models. To be able to prove this sponsors were needed
to provide the time and money to do the required research. The
Catholic University Brabant and the Centre for Quantitative
Methods accepted the research proposal. The result of the
research is the series Basics of Inventory Manaqement.
From the outset the objective was to develop a unified framework
for all classical inventory models. It was important to relax a
number of assumptions made in most literature. To the knowledge
of the author for the first time arbitrary compound renewal
demand processes are considered, thereby relaxing the assumption
of Poisson customer arrival processes. This is very important in
view of market concentrations (hyper markets, power retailers,etc.). The outcome of the research should be a comprehensive set
of algorithms, which can be used in practical situations, e.g.
in inventory management modules of MRP and DRP packages.
In the course of the research the so-called PDF-method was
developed, that provided a means to approximately solve all
relevant mathematical equations derived in the analysis. The
results of the approximation schemes were promising, yet under
some conditions the performance was not adequate. Coincidentally,
it turned out that the performance of the PDF-method deteriorated
as the order batch size increased. In the area of large batch
sizes other approximation schemes had already been developed, so
that together with the PDF-method these algorithms covered the
whole range of models.
Though starting from the idea to provide practically useful
material to OR-practitioners, it soon turned out that the
analysis required was quite detailed and mathematically intri-
cate. Nonetheless I felt it necessary to document the derivations
as well, since the analysis extends to other models than
discussed in this series. The consequence of this choice is that
the first 6 parts (c.q chapters) of this series are entireiy
mathematical. Yet the reader will find as a result of the
analysis simple-to-use approximation schemes. To illustrate the
applicability of the analysis, part VII is devoted to numerical
analysis, part VIII compares the different inventory management
models and part IX provides a number of practical cases.
Part I provides the background material from renewal theory and
the PDF-method. Part II discusses the (R,S)-model, part III the
(b,Q)-model and part IV the cost-optimal (s,S)-model. Based on
the analysis in part II-IV we analyze in part V and VI the
(R,b,Q)- and the (R,s,s)-model, respectively. A provisional list
of references is given below.I would like to thank Frank van der Duyn Schouten of the Catholic
University Brabant for giving me the funds to do the research.
The same holds for Jos de Kroon and Mynt Zijlstra from the Centre
for Quantitative Methods of Philips. Furthermore, I would like
to thank Marc Aarts and Jan-Maarten van Sonsbeek for programming
work.BASICS OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: PART II - 1-
THE (R,S)-MODEL
Probably the most widely-used strategy, either implicity or
explicitly, is the periodic review replenishment strategy without
lot-sizing, the (R,S)-strategy. The structure of the strategy is
quite simple and intuitively appealing. Basically the strategy
boils down to: ~
Order such an amount of items that the sum of physical stock and
items on order (including the presently determined one) minus
backorders is enough to cover demand from now until receipt of the
order, which will be placed at the vendor one review period from
now.
On purpose we have stated the strategy as generally as possible.
For particular cases we elaborate on a more precise formulation
below. What should be explained more clearly is the word "enough".
This will turn out to depend on either service level constraints
or cost considerations.
The (R,S)-strategy presumes flexibility of the supplier, since no
lot-sizes are prescribed. On the other hand, stock is only
reviewed at equi-distant points in time. The latter holds for
almost all computer-based inventory management systems. The review
period typically varies from one hour, to daily, to monthly.
Whether the flexibility-assumption on the supplier holds true
depends largely on the review period. Typically, the shorter the
review period, the less likely the supplier is able to satisfy
demand in any quantity. As always there is a trade-off between
flexibility in lot-sizing and flexibility in monitoring of stock.
This topic will be discussed in chapter 8, where we compare the
most well-known inventory management strategies.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.1. we discuss
the stationary demand model. We derive expressions for service
measures P, and PZ defined in chapter 1. In section 3.2. we derive
expressions for the average physical stock. It will be shown that
these expressions depend on the nature of the demand process as
well as on the moments at which stock is monitored. In section
3.3. we discuss the dynamic demand case.- 2 -
3.1. 3ervice measures
In this section we assume that demand is stationary, i.e.
P{DRSd} - Fp(d),dz0,iz0
where D; equals the demand during [iR,(itl)R].
Also we assume that the lead time L; needed to replenish stock
after an order has been initiated at time iR is distributed
according to F~(.),
P{L;~t} - FL(t) , tLO.
Hence lead times are assumed to be stationary as well.
For this particular case the (R,S)-strategy can be formulated as
follows:
At each review moment order such an amount that the inventory
position, i.e. the physical stock plus items on order mínus
óackorders, immediately after the review moment equals S, the
order-up-to-Ieve1. .
It is clear that a fixed order-up-to-level S suffices in this
case, since demand is from a probabilistic point of view the same
at each review moment.
We find the following important relation between the inventory
position and the net stock,
X(iRtL;) - S-D[iR,iRtL~] (3.1)- 3 -
where
X(t) :- net stock at time t, t~0
Y(t) :- inventory position at time t, t~0
D[t,s] :- demand during [t,s], O~t~s
This relation can be motivated as follows. Without loss of
generality we may assume that i-0. Suppose that after ordering at
time 0 no demand occurs in (O,I.b). Assuming orders do not overtake
it is easy to see that at time Lo all orders placed before or at
time 0 have arrived at the stock keeping facility to replenish
stock. Hence all items on order, which were part of the inventory
position S immediately after time 0 are at the stock keeping
facility at time Lo. Assuming no demand occurred in [O,I.o] the net
stock now equals S.
However, demand D[O,I.o] indeed occurred in [O,Lo]. This reduces the
net stock at time I,o from S to S-D[O,Lo]. This proves (3.1).
Since no orders arrive until RtL, we also have
X(RfL~-0) - S-D(O,RtL~-O],
where RfL~-0 denotes the point in time an infinitesimal time before
RfL~. More general, we claim that
X( (itl)RtL;.~-0) - S-D[iR, (itl)RtL;,~-0] (3.2)
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) play a key role in the derivation of
expressions for service levels under various service criteria.
P,-service measure
We first consider the P~-service measure,- 4 -
P, - the probability of no stockout during a replenishment cycle.
We defíne a stockout as follows. A stockout is the event that the
net stock drops from a positive value to a negative value.
It is easy to see that a necessary condition for the occurrence of
a stock-out during a replenishment cycle is that the net stock is
less than or equal to zero at the end of a replenishment cycle.
Considering the replenishment cycle [Lo,RtL,] we have
A stockout occurs during [Lo,R}L,] ~ X[RtL,-0]SO
Yet the converse is not true, i.e.
X[RtL,-0] s0 ~ A stockout occurs during [Lo,RtL,]
The key to this statement lies in the phrase "drops from a
positive value to a negative value". If X[RfL,-0]50, then there is
still the possibility that the net stock did not drop from a
positive value to a negative value during [I,o,RtL,] . This is the
case when the net stock was already negative at the beginninq of
the replenishment cycle or equivalently X(L~)~0! Only when X(I,o)~0
and X(RtL,-o)50 we have a stockout occurring during [Lo,RfL,]. Hence
X(RtL,-o) ~0 and X(Lo) ~0 a A stockout occurs during [Lo,RtL, ]
This implies that
P, - 1-P{X (R}L,-o) 50, X(Lo) 10} (3.3)
Let us elaborate on the r.h.s. of (3.3)- 5 -
P{X (RtLI-0) 50, X (La) ~0}
- P{X(RtL~-0)~0} - P{X(RtL~-0)50, X(Lo)~0}
- P{X(RtL~-0)50} - P{X(Lo)50}
t P{X (R}L~-0) ~0, X (Lo) 50}
Now we know from ( 3.1) and (3.2) that
X(Lo) - D(Lo,RtLi) t X(RtL~-0)
Note that we assume that I,o 5 RtL„ since orders cannot overtake.
If X(RtL~-0)~0 then certainly X(I,o)~0. Hence
P{X (R}L~-0) ~0, X(Lo) 50} - 0
Thus we find
Pi - 1-P{X(RtL~-0) SO} t P{X(Lo) ~0}
Using ( 3.1) and ( 3.2) we find
Pi - 1-P{D(O,RtL~)?S} t P{D[O,LoJ?S} (3.4)
Equation (3.4) differs from the equation (7.31) in Silver and
Peterson [1985). Implicitly it is assumed there that the probabi-
lity that X(I.n) is negative is negligible. In general this is not
true for (R,S)-models. Even with moderately varying demand during
the lead time there is a considerable probability of X(Lb) being
negative when P1S0.90, say.
To compute P~ we have to make assumptions about the demand during
[O,Lo] and the demand during [O,RtLIJ. We assume that demand over- 6 -
a finite time interval is gamma-distributed. This assumption has
been empirically verified by several authors and proves to be
quite applicable. This also follows from our investigations.
Assuming that Lo and L, only take values on the set {kR~keN} it is
readily verified, that
E[D[O,Lo]] - E[L] E[D]
vZ(D(O,Lp) ) - E[L]a2(D) t aZ(L)EZ[D]
(3.5)
(3.6)
E[D[O,RtL,]] - (RtE[L])E[D] (3,7)
aZ[D(O,RtL,)] - (R}E[L])QZ(D) } vZ(L)EZ[D] (3.8)
Fitting a gamma distribution to these first two moments of D[O,I,o]
and D(O,RtL,) yields an expression for P,.
There is something peculiar about the P,-measure. Suppose S equals
zero. In that case P, equals 1, suggesting a perfect system. Of
course, this is not true. Yet no stockouts are registered, since
the net stock never becomes positive. Our conclusion is that the
P,-measure is not a proper service-measure. To circumvent this
problem we define
.- the probability that the net stock immediately before the end
of a replenishment cycle is positive.
Hence
P~ - 1-P{D(O,R}L,)?S} (3.9)
Equation (3.9) is identical to (7.31) in Silver and Peterson
(7.31). To obtain the order-up-to-level S for some value of P; we
may apply the PDF-method described in chapter 2, since P,-O when- ~ -
S-0 and P~-1 when 5-~. Note that the PDF-method cannot be applied
to P„ because P, is not monotone increasing.
A service measure related to P, and Pi is the ready rate or fill
rate, i.e. the fraction of time the net stock is positive. It
turns out that finding expressions for this service measure
involves a more intricate analysis, where explicit assumptions
about the nature of the demand process are necessary.
P,-measure
We first address the Pz-service measure defined as
PZ :- the long-run fraction of demand satisfied directly from stock
on hand.
Note that PZ relates to the demand over a long period in time. It
can be shown that it suffices to consider a replenishment cycle
only, i.e.
PZ - the fraction of demand satisfied directly from stock on hand
during a replenishment cycle.
Let us define
B(s,t) :- the amount of demand backordered during (s,t).




We need an expression for B(I.n,RtL~). Towards this end we distin-
guish between three cases.
(i) X(RtL,-o)~0
In this case no demand is backordered during (Lo,RfL~) . Hence- 8 -
B (Lo,RtL~) -0
(ii) X(RtL~-0)~0, X(I,o)~0
In this case an amount of -X(RfL,-0) is backordered.
B'La,RtL~) - -X(RfL~-0)
(iii) X(RtL~-0)~G, X(I.n)~0
In this case all demand during (L,o,RtL~) ) is backordered.
B(Lo,RtL~) - D(Lo,RtLt)
- (X(Lo)-X(RtL~-0)








we have- 9 -
~S
B(Lo,RtL~) - (D(O,RtL~)-S)' - (D[O,Lo]-S)',
where
x' - max(O,x) ,-
Hence
PZ




In Silver and Peterson [1985] equation (7.32) gives an expression
for E[B(Lb,RfL~) ], namely
E[B(Lo,RtLi) ] - E[ (D(O,RtL~) -S)']
Again we note that this expression is erroneous and this error
considerably impacts the value of S which is calculated given some
value of P2. It is easy to see that the expression above does not
yield a proper service measure since E[(D(O,RfL,)-S)}] may exceed
E[D(Lo,RfL,) ], yielding a negative value for Pz.
To calculate the value of PZ given a value of S one may again fit
gamma distributions to D(O,RtL,) and D[O,Lo] and use some fast
numerical scheme as given in Appendix B. Also, one may fit a
mixture of Erlang distributions, which yields almost identical
results (cf. Tijms [1986]).
To calculate the value of S given a value of P2 the PDF-method is
applicable, as is shown in De Kok [1990]. Let
y(S) :- PZ(S)
and let Xy denote the random variable distributed according to
y(.). Then along the lines of section 2.6. we find- 10 -
E[Xy] - 2E[D(Lo,R'L~] ] (E[DZ[O~R}L') ] - E[DZIO~Lo] ]) (3.11)
E[XY] - 3E[D(Lo RtL~]]
(E[Dj[0'RtL~)] - E[D3[O,Lo]7) (3.12)
AssuminR D[O,RtL,) and D[O,I,o] are gamma distributed we have
E[D'[O,R}Li) ] - (1tcR.L) (1t2cR,~)E'[D[O,RtL,) ]
EID3[o~Lo] 7 - (lt~i) (1}2ci)E'[D[o.Lo7 ]
where
, a~(D[O,RtL~)) Z a-(D[O,Lo])




Hence CRtL, C~ denote the squared coefficient of variation of the
demand during a review period plus its consecutive lead time and
the demand durinq a lead time, respectively. Together with
E[DZ[O,R}L~] ] - aZ(D(O,R}L,) ) t EZ(D(O,RtLI) )
E[DZ[O~Lo] ] - QZ(D[O,Lo] ) } E2[D[O,Lo] ]
we can compute E[XY] and E[Xy] from (3.11)-(3.15). Next we fit a
gamma distribution 9(.) to E[Xy] and E[Xy]. Then we can compute the
order-up-to-level S satisfying a PZ-value ~ from- 11 -
S - ?'-~(Q) (3.16)
where y-' is the inverse of the incomplete gamma function (cf.
chapter 2). Using the inversion scheme (2.77)-(2.81) we can
calculate S.
Fill rate
It was noted that the P,-service measure shows undesirable
behaviour, since P,(S) is not monotone increasing in S. The Pi-
service measure suffers from the fact that it relates to specific
points in time only, instead of relating to the long-run behaviour
of the system. Therefore we consider the so-called fi11 rate P,
defined by:
P, :- the long-run fraction of time the stock on hand is positive.
In the literature it is often assumed that P, is equal to PZ.
Basically these authors implicitly assume that during periods of
negative net stock the net stock decreases linearly with the
average demand rate. This is not true in general, as is shown
below.
The P,-measure differs from the P„ P;- and PZ-measures in that the
latter three service measures are completely determined by the
distribution of the demand during the lead time and its preceding
review period, whereas PI depends on the way the inventory process
is monitored. Let us explain this by an example. Suppose we only
register the weekly stock depletion. In that case we cannot
account for a stockout during the week. Hence the time interval
during which the stock on hand is zero is always a multiple of a
week. In case we register each stock depletion, i.e. continuous
monitoring, we can indeed account for stockouts during the week.
In the continuous monitoring situation the time interval during
which the stock on hand is zero is longer than in the periodic
monitoring situation, just because of lack of information. Since
P, is directly related to these time intervals during which the
stock on hand is zero, we find that P~ depends on the monitoring
policy used.- 12 -
Note that we distinguish between the review policy, which defines
the points in time where reordering is allowed, and the monitoring
policy, which defines the points in time at which the stock level
is registered by the administration department, say.
In view of the above we need a more detailed description of the
demand process to distinguish between the periodic monitoring case
(the discrete time case) and the perpetual monitoring case.
Demand nrocess for the discrete time case
Define T by
T:- the time between two consecutive moments in time at which
the net stock is registered
and define {Do} by
D„ :- the demand during (nT,(ntl)T], n~0.
We assume that {Do} is a series of initial inventory demand random
variables with pdf Fp(.).
We assume that R-rT, r~i.
Demand orocess for the Derpetual monitoring case
Let {Ao} and {Do} be defined as
A, :- the time at which the first customer arrives after time 0.
P~, :- the time between the arrival of the (n-1)~ and n~ customer,
n~2.
Do :- the demand of the n~ customer n~l.
We assume that {Ao} and {Do} are independent and {Ao,n~2} and {Do}
are series of initial inventory demand random variables.- 13 -
These definitions will hold throughout the remainder of this
monoqraph.
Now let us return to the derivation of an expression for the P,-
measure, the fill rate. Clearly we must distinguish between the
perpetual monitoring case and the discrete time case. We first
discuss the latter case. r
Discrete time case
Define the random variable Tt(S) by
T}(S) :- time the net stock is positive during the replenishment
cycle (I.n,RtLl] .
Based on results from renewal reward theory we claim that
~,~(S) - E[T~(S) )
R
where P~(.) denotes the fill rate. Let us derive an expression for
E[T}(S)].
First of all we assumed that the lead times {Lr} only take values
in {nT ~ ne~f} . Hence at time I,o and RtL~ a customer arrived. This
implies that in the discrete time case we can apply the expression
for E[Tt(x,t)] given in section (2.3). Recall that
Ti(x,t) .- the time the inventory is positive during (O,t],
given an initial inventory position x?O.






From equation (2.51) we find- 14 -
E[T~(S) ] -
tl ~6
T} M(S-x) -~ M(S-x-y)dFo~o.r)(Y) ( dForo.c~]IR.L~-4-r(x) dFR~i,
Here
M (x) - ~ FD~ (x)
n~0
The above equation can be rewritten after some algebra into
s s
E[T'(S) ] - T ~ M(S-x)dF~o~~(x) - ~ M(S-x)dFo~o.R,L~~(x)
Let us rewrite D(O,RtLr] as
D(O,RtL~] - D(O,RJ t D(R,RfL~]
Since R-rT we have that
P{D(O,R] ~ x} - Fó'(x)
Hence
s s s-.
M (S-x-Y) dFv (Y) dFrxR,~.c,~ (x) E(T'(S) ] - T ~ M(S-x)dFo~o~~(x) - ~ ~
After applying the equation
M~F(x) - M(x)-1
r times we find- 15 -
















Since FD~(x) - P{D(R-nT,R]~x} we finally find









where we used the fact that R-rT. Then we have the following
simple expression for Pi(S),
P~(S) - 1 ~ P{D(nT,rTtLl]~S},
r "s,
(3.17)
which indeed differs considerably from the expression for PZ given
by (3.10).
Again it is helpful to apply the PDF-method to be able to apply
the standard routines, when determining the order-up-to-level S,
such that P~(S) equals a, say.
Def ine
1'(x) - P~(x)- 16 -
and Xy is a random variable with pdf y(.). Then we find
r
E[XyJ - 1 ~ E[D[nT,rTtL~]]
r n~~
r
E[Xy] - ~ ~ E[D2[nT,rTfL,]J
n-l
Under the assumptions made when deriving (3.5)-(3.8) we obtain
E[Xy] - (E[L]f~(r-1))E[DT] (3.18)
E[Xy] - (E[L]}2(r-1))a2(DT)
t (a2(L) tEZ[L]f(r-1)E[L]t 6 (r-1) (2r-1) )EZ[D]
(3.19)
Next we fit a gamma distribution 9(.) to the first two moments of
Xy and use the approximate inversion scheme from section 2.4 to
solve for S in
S ~ 9~' (x)
Pernetual monitorinq case
As in the discrete time case we have
p~(S) - E[T~(S) ] ~
R
where P,(.) and Tt(.) are defined above. To obtain an expression
for E[T}(S)] we assume that the APIT-assumption applies to both I,o
and RtL,. Hence the beginning and the end of the replenishment
cycle are considered to be arbitrary points in time, so that the- 17 -
time until the first customer arrives after Lb and RtL, is distri-
buted according to A„ with
P{Á,St} - E[Á] ~ (1-F~(Y) )aY
As in the discrete time case we find an expression for E[T}(S)]





Since we apply the APIT-assumption to Lb and RtL„ we find from
(2.53)
E(T'(S) J - (c2 1) [A] {F (S) - F S) } E D(O,h] D(O,R.L~] (
S
t E[A] ~ M(S-x)dFD(o~](x) (3.20)
s
- ~ M (S-x) dFDro.R.L,] (x)
with
M(x) - ~ Fp~(x)
n~0
In general the above expression for E[T}(S)] is intractable. To
obtain a practically applicable expression for P,(S) we apply the
PDF method again. Note that- 18 -
lim P~(S) - 1, Pi(0) - 0
sy~
Hence P~(.) is a pdf of some random variable XY. We define y(.) by
y(x) - Pi(x) , x?0
As before we have
E[Xy] - ~ (1-y(x) )dx
E[XY] - 2 ~ x(1-y(x))dx
Let us first derive an expression for E[Xy]. By definition of y(.)
we have
E[X ] - ~ ( 1-E[T~(x) ] 1 dx Y l R J
After considerable algebra using (2.34) and (2.35) we obtain
E[Xy] - ER ] 2E[DJ (E[DZ(~~RtL~] ] - E[DZ(~,Lol ] )
(3.21)
(c~ } cD) E[D] 2- 19 -
E[X'] - ER ] 3E[D] (E[D3(0'R}L,7] - E[D3(O,Lo]])
- (c, t Có) E[A]
(E[DZ(O,R}L17 ) - E[Dz(O,Lo] ] ) 2 R
} 6 (1}có) (it3có)EZ[D]
(3.22)
Note thst only in case E[D], cÁ and có small, that (3.21) and
(3.22) are close to (3.11) and (3.12), respectively. In that case
P,(.) and P,(.) are almost identical. In general P,(.) and P2(.)
differ, as follows from (3.10) and (3.20).
3.2. Physical stock
As with the P,-measure the value of the mean physical stock depends
on the monitoring or registration policy. Therefore we must again
distinguish between the discrete time case and the perpetual
monitoring case.
3.2.1. The discrete time case
Throughout this subsection we again assume that the inventory
management system monitors stock at the beginning of time inter-
vals [nT, (ntl)T], ne 1~. We assume that R- rT, rE ~i. We assume
that demand during time interval (nT, (nfl)T) is distributed
according to Fp, independent of n. Demands during disjunct time
intervals are mutually independent. Let D be the generic random
variable associated with Fp. As before it can be shown that the
long-run mean stock can be computed from the mean stock during an
arbitrary replenishment cycle.
Note that
X}(t) - physical stock at time t, t?0.
We want to have an expression for
E[X'] :- long-run mean physical stock.-20-
We implicitly assume that both I,o and L, are an integral number






To obtain an expression for EfÍ Xt(t)dt] we can apply the
general result from section 2.~3ó., in which an expression is given
for the expected surface below the graph, depicting the depletion
of a fixed amount of stock by a compound renewal demand process
during a fixed time interval. Recall the definition of H(x,t),
H(x,t) :- I ~X'(y)dy ~ X(o)-x
s ince x( Lo) - S-D [ o, Lo] we have
m s





Note that in (3.23) we explicitly show the dependence of E[Xt] on
S.
From equation (2.56) we know that- 21 -
~ r ~-r
E[H(x,t) ] - ~ (x-Y) dM(Y) - ~ ~ (x-y-z) dM(z) dFoco,n (Y)
where
(3.24)
M(x) .- renewal function associated with the demand during time
period (nT,(nfl)T].
After quite some algebra we obtain from (3.23) and (3.24)
, s
E[X~(S) ] - 1 ~ ~ (S-y)dFt~[nT.rT.~~](Y) r ~s~
- 1 ~ E[(S-D[nT,rTtL~])']
r n~~
(3.25)
Hence E[Xt(S)] involves similar expressions as needed to compute
the P2-value associated with a given order-up-to-level S.
To obtain some more intuition for equation (3.25) let us consider
the case of constant lead time L. In that case the replenishment
cycle consist of exactly r consecutive time intervals of length T.
At the beginning of time interval LfnT the net stock equals
S-D[O,L}nT]. Hence the physical stock at time LtnT equals
(S-D[O,LtnT])t. The mean physical stock at an arbitrary time kT is
found by averaging the mean physical stock at times LfnT, 05nSr-1.
Hence
r-i
E[X'(S)] - 1 ~ E[(S-D([O,LtnT])']
n.0
(3.26)
Let us substitute m-r-n in (3.25) and L,-L. Then we obtain- 22 -
.-i
E[X'(S)] - 1 ~ E[S-D((r-n)T,rTtL))']
r n~0
(3.27)
Now note that the interval [(r-n)T,rTfLJ has a length nTtL.
Therefore
D((r-n)1',rTtL]) d D[O,L}nT]
iience (3.26) and (3.27) are identical and therefore (3.25) may be
interpreted as averaging over the mean stock at N consecutive
points in time.
For practical purposes expression (3.25) may involve too much
computational effort. To circumvent this problem we rewrite (3.25)
as follows
r ~ ~
E[X' (S) ] - 1 ~ ~ (S-y) dFo~n~..nr.,~ (Y) t ~ (Y-S) dFo[nr..r.~,~ (Y)
r n~~




E[X'(S) ] - S-E[L~]E[D]-~(r-1)E[DT]t1~~(y-S)dFanT,rT.[.,)(Y) (3.21)
rn~~
If S is large then
r m r
~ ~ ~ ( y-S )
dFD(nT.rT.(,j (Y) ~ ~
n.l
and- 23 -
E[X'(S)] ~ S-E[L~]E[D] - 2(r-1)E[D] (3,28)
Note the difference between (3.28) and (7.33) in Silver and
Peterson [1985],
E[X'] ~ S-E[L1]E[D] - 2 rE[D] (7.33 Stp)
due to the fact that we use a step-function approximation instead
of linear interpolation.
If T10 (3.28) and (7.33 SfP) lead to the same result.
Let us return to (3.27). In case S is not very large (3.28) and
(7.33 StP) will yield poor results. From (3.27) we can derive a
simple expression applying the PDF-method again.
Define ~(.) by
! (X ) ~ - 1 ~ ~ (Y-X) CÍF~(n7',rT.L~j (X ) r ,~:~
Hence
E[X') - S-E[L~]E[D] - 2(r-1)E[D] t j'(S)
We have that ~(.) is monotone decreasing and




y(x) - 1- ~(x)
(0)
Then y(.) is a probability distribution function with associated
random variable Xy. After some algebra we obtain
.
E[X7] - 1 1 ~
{(E[L] tr-n)a2(D) } vZ(L)EZ[D] t ( E[L] tr-n)2 Ez[D] } (0) 2r ~.,
r
E[Xy] - ~0) 3r ~ (1-c.-~.L) (lt2c;-n,L)E3[D] (r-ntE[L] )3
where





The expression for E[Xy] might be further elaborated, the expres-
sion for E[Xy] has to be evaluated term by term. In practical cases
rS31, since in the worst case T is one day and R is a month.
Next we fit a Gamma distribution ~(.) to E[XY] and E[Xy] along the
lines sketched in section (2.5.). Then we end up with the
following result.
E[X'(S) ] - S - ~(0)ry(S) (3.30)
An improvement of the simple equation (3.28) is obtained from the
following reasoning. Assume linearly decreasing demand during- 25 -
[L,o,RtL~] . Since the physical stock equals (S-D[O,L,o] ) t at time I,o
and (S-D[O,RtL~])t at time RtL~-0 we may approximate E[X}] by
E[X'(S)] ~ 2(E[(S-D[O,Lo])']tE[(S-D(O,RtLI))']) (3.31)
- S-E[L]E[DT]-zrE[D]t2(E[(D[O,L]-S)']tE[(D([O,RtLI]-S)'])
Note that the last two terms in (3.31) have already been computed,
when determining the PZ-value given the order-up-to-level S.
The equations (3.25), (3.28), (3.30) and (3.31) all provide
approximations for E[X`].
3.2.2. The perpetual monitorina case
In this subsection we assume that the inventory management systems
registers each depletion of stock. We apply the same definitions
associated with the demand process, when deriving an expression
for the fill rate Pi.
To obtain an expression for E[X}] we again employ the expression
for H(x,t) for the case of a compound renewal demand process as
derived in section 2.3. Remember
H(x,t) .- surface between the physical stock X}{t) and the time-
axis given that Xt(0)-x?0.
For the case of a compound renewal demand process we have an
approximation for E[H(x,t)],
s
E[H(x,t) ] - (E[A~]-E[A]) x - ~ (x-y) dFD~o,:~(Y)
(3.32)
.~ .~ .~-r
} E[A] ~(x-Y) dM(Y) - J J
íx-y-z) dM(z) dFDro.~IíY) ~
o a- 26 -
with M(.) the renewal function associated with Fp(.). Equation
(3.32) is exact for the case of a compound Poisson demand process.
Applying the definition of H(x,t) we obtain an expression for
E[X(.)t], the mean physical stock.
~ s
E[X' (S) , N R tl tl
E[HíS-Y, t) ] dFnro.r,l(Y) dFR.L,-~,(t)




} E[A] (S-y-z) dM(z) dF~co.~blíY)
R I ~ ó
s
(E[Ai] -E[A] ) ~
s





- ~ ~ (S-y-z) dM(z) dFDlo,a~t,l(Y)
(3.34)
Now we insert the asymptotic expansions for the two-fold integrals
on the right hand side of (3.34), which are given by theorem
(2.11) ,
x x-y





(x-y-z) dM(z) dFD~o.R,~,l(y) - (bZxZ}b~xtbo) - 0- z7 -
a2 - 1 a E[Dz] - E[D(o,Lo] ]
2E[D] ~ - 2EZ(D] E[D] ,
- E[DZ(~~Lo] ] - E[D'J t E2[DZ] - E[D(~~Lo) JE[DZ]
2E[D] 6E2[D] 4E3[D] 2E2[D]
ao
- a2 bl - al bz
bo
- E[D(O,R}L~] ] } E[D(O,Lo] ]
E[D] E[D]







- E[D(O,Lo] ] )
E[D]R } f (y-S) dFD(o.r,i(Y) E[A] SI





(S-y-t) dM(z) dFoco.4~(Y) - ( a2SZta1Stao)
s s-y
- ~ ~ (S-y-t) dM(z) dFD~o~I(Y) t bxSz}biStbo







Equation (3.37) can be rewritten into the following approximation-zs-
E[X' (S) ] - S - ( E[L] } R ~ E[D]
1 2 E[A]
t E[A] (c,,-1) 2 ~ (Y-S) dFD(o,r.,l (Y) R 2
- ~ íY-S) dFo(o.R.L,i (Y)
(3.38)
S S-y
} E(A] ~~(S-y-z) dM(z) dF Zta Sta R o(o.41(Y) - (azS i o)
s s-v
- ~ ~ (S-y-z) dM(z) dFvro.rr.c,~(Y) t bzSrtb~Stbo
Define the function E[B(.)] by
E[B(S) )- E[X'(S) ]-( S -( E[L] f R 1 E[D] l
l 1 2 I E[A] J
It follows from the fact that E(X`(0)] - 0 that
E[B(0) ]-( E[L] t R~ E[D
1 2 E[A]
It follows from (3.37) and (3.38) that
lim E[B(S)] - 0
s-m
(3.39)
It will be shown in section 3.3. that E[B(.)] is monotone decreas-
ing in S. Therefore we can apply the PDF-method to
E[B(S)]~E[B(0)]. Define y(.) by- 29 -




and let Xy be the random variable with pdf y(.). Then it follows
from Theorem ( 2.12) and ( 2.13) and after considerable algebra that




E R ) ( (E[D}(O,R}L~] ] -
E(D3(O,Lo] ] )
6E[D]
t E DZ(O,L ]] - E[DZ(O,RtLI] ]) E[DZ] ( [ 0 4Ez(D]
t (E[D(O,R}L1]] - E[D(O,Lo]])
1 J (c"-1) E[A]
E[B(0)] ll 6 R





(E[D3(O,Lo] ] - E[D3(O,RtL~] ] )
E[D~(O,Lo] ] )
12E[D]




t (E[DZ(O,RtL~]] - E[DZ(O,Lo]]) I 4E3[D] 8E2[D] Ez(DZ] - E[D'] 1 lELD3E[D3] - E[D4] E3[Dz]
}(E[D(O~RtLi]] - E[D(O~Lo]]) f 3E3[D] 12E2[D] - 4E4[D] ,
I,o] and D( 0, RfLi ] are given by
The first two moments of D(0,
E[I,] E[D] (3.43)
E[D(O,Lo] ] - E[A]- 30 -
















Define y(.) as the gamma distribution with its first two moments
equal to E[XY] and E[Xy]. Then we claim that
ti (X) - y (X)
and therefore
E[X'(S) ]- S - ( E[L] t 2 I E~A~ y(S)
Since
lim y(S) - 1
s-.~
we find for S large
(3.47)
E[Jf~(S) )- S -~ E(LJ t
2 ) É~Á~
(3.48)- 31 -
3 3 Averaae backloQ
Another important performance measure often considered is the
long-run average backlog. Define the P3-measure by
P3 :- the long-run average shortage at an arbitrary point in time.
Note that the P3-measure is not dimensionless. To get a dimension-
less measure one may divide Pj(S) by the average demand per unit
time, yet this yields a measure, which does not necessarily takes
values between 0 and 1.
We want to have an expression for the long-run average backlog. We
first note that this is equivalent to the average backlog during
a replenishment cycle.
Discrete time case
In section 2.3. we derived an expression for
B(x,t) .- the cumulative backlog in [O,t], when the net stock at
time 0 equals x.






Zt is easy to see that
P3(S) - a ~6 ~6 ~6 E(B(S-Y'R}t-s)
]dFD~o.~l(Y)dFc~l4:s(t)dF4ís)
Here we take into account that in general L, depends on I.a, since
orders cannot overtake each other.- 32 -
Next we substitute (3.49) into the above equation. This yields
~ ~, s
P'(S) - r ~5 ~ ~ E[H(S-y'R}t-s)
]dFo~o,~](Y)dF~~l4-s(t)aFr,(S)
t E2D] ~ ~ (Rtt-s) (R-ltt-s)dF~~~~,(t)dF~(s)
~ m m
- r ó d ~D
(S-y) (Rtt-s)dFntos](Y)dFc~l4-1(t)dF~(S)
After some intricate algebra we obtain
P,(S) - E[X'(S) ]-StEIDI(E[Ll } (r-1)
1 2
(3.50)
Hence once we know the physical stock it is only a matter of
simple algebra to obtain the average backlog. Since it is in-
tuitively clear that P3(S)~0 if S-~, we have an alternative proof
of the fact that
lim S-E[X'(S)] -~ E[L]t(r21) 1 E[D] (cf. 3.22)
s-m I
We emphasize that, though (3.50) is intuitívely appealing, the
result in itself is not trivial. An alternative derivation of
(3.54) is as follows. By definition we have
E[Y(S) ] - E[X'(S) ] tE[0(S) ]-P3(S) (3.51)
where
E[0(S)] :- the expected amount on order.
E[Y(S)] :- the expected inventory position.
Let us first derive an expression for E[Y(S)]. By the definition
of H~(t) in section 2.3. we find- 33 -





Next we focus on E[0(S)]. Suppose that for each batch ordered at
the supplier we pay the supplier S1 per item in the batch per time
unit on order. Since the average batch síze equals rE[D] and each
batch is on order for on average E[L] time units, each batch pays
SrE[D]E[L]. Since each r~ time unit a batch is ordered at the
supplier, we pay SE[D]E[L] per time unit. On the other hand the
supplier receives at a particular point in time S1 for each item
that is on order. Hence the supplier receives SE[0] per time unit.
Then it follows that
E[0] - E[L]E[D]
(3.53)
Substituting (3.52) and (3.53) into (3.51) and rearranging terms
yields (3.50).
The com ound renewal demand case
In the compound renewal demand case we again find an expression
for P,(S) by relating it to the physical stock. Towards this end
we again apply the above arguments starting from the equation
(3.51), i.e.
p3(S) - E[X~(S)]tE[0(S)]-E[Y(S)]
Then we obtain from the cost arguments- 34 -
E[O] - E[D] E[L)
E[A]
An approximate expression for E[Y(S)] is derived from equation
(2.68) and the fact that E[Y(S)] - S- R H~(R), yielding
E[Y(S)] ~ S-2R E[D]
E[A]
Thus we find
P3(S) ~ E[X'(S)]- S-(E[L]tR) E[D]
( 2 E[A]
This yields the asymptotic result that
lim(S-E[X') )~ f E[L] t
2 ) E[A) s-~ 1 [ ]
(3.54)
This concludes our discussion of the average backlog. Most impor-
tant result of this section is that the P3-measure can be related
to the physical stock.
3 4 Conclusions concerning the stationary model
In sections 3.1. to 3.3. we discussed stationary (R,S)-models.
Either we assumed that demand occurred at discrete equidistant
points in time or we assumed a compound renewal demand process.
The analysis needed to obtain expressions for the most important
performance measures is sometimes cumbersome, yet the expressions
themselves turn out to be such that simple routines can be applied
to do the calculations.
An important aspect of the results is, that their final form is
more or less standardized. To be precise, with each performance
measure we associated a random variable Xy of which we determined
the first two moments. Application of the PDF-method then yields- 35 -
either S as a function of the performance measure or the perfor-
mance measure as a function of S. This unification enables to
apply standard procedures for the PDF-method. Only the first two
moments of Xy differ for each performance measure. In the next
chapters we show that this holds not only within the framework of
a particular inventory model, but also across all basic inventory
models. The benefit of this is clear.
The computational procedures are so simple and fast that they can
be applied in inventory management systems dealing with a large
number of items. The complexity involved is similar to the
complexity involved in the routines of IBM-Impact [1968J, which is
widely used in practice. However, the routines are more robust and
more transparent to those who have some knowledge of inventory
management modes.
In chapter 7 we employ the results obtained in the preceding
chapters to compare the (R,S)-model with other inventory manage-
ment models in terms of costs. In particular we consider linear
holding costs and fixed order costs. The holdings costs are
derived from the average physical stock, the order costs depend on
the review period R. Shortage costs are included implicitly by the
condition to achieve a target service level. In principle shortage
costs might be obtained from the expression involved in the
derivation of the PZ- and P3-measure, yet in practice it is often
hard to obtain unit shortage costs. Therefore we prefer a service
level approach. Once the cost associated with the (R,S)-policy
satisfying the service level constraint are known, we might use
the expression for the PZ- and P3-measures to obtain the implicit
shortage costs assumed. This can be done by taking the shortage
cost per unit (per unit time, resp.) as a variable and determine
the value of this variable for which the (R,S)-policy found is
cost-optimal.
Finally a word on the mathematical rigour. Since Hadley and Whitin
[1963] there has hardly been a mathematical rigorous treatment of
the basic models, assuming Hadley and Whitin did the job. Hopeful-
ly, it is clear that the preceding sections provided substantial
generalizations of the results of Hadley and Within. In particular- 36 -
we relaxed their assumptions, respectively stating, that the
physical stock is positive immediately after an arrival and that
lead times are independent random variables. The latter is not
necessary, whereas the first assumption is evidently not realistic
for (R,S)-models. The PDF-method copes with the problem of more
complicated expressions, when relaxing the first assumption. The
results obtained in Hadley and Whitin for the physical stock are
claimed -o be good approximations, yet computational results show
that this is not true for demand processes of today. These
observations apply to all models discussed in this monograph.
3 5 Dynamic demand
When applying inventory models in practical situations one of the
first assumptions that has to be discarded is the assumption of
stationary demand. In practice demand shows trend, seasonalíty,
incidents, and other patterns that may well be explained and are
time-dependent. As will be shown in subsequent chapters this
causes considerable problems, when we want to derive inventory
management policies, which take into account these phenomena,
yielding e.g. the required customer service or the required
physical stock. However, if we assume that (R,S)-policies are
applied, then things do not further complicate at all. This
follows from the expressions derived in the preceding chapters.
In the sequel we focus on the derivation of order-up-to-levels in
a dynamic environment, such that a target PZ-service level is
achieved.
As before we define D[t,s] as
D[t,s] :- demand during the time interval [t,s].
At each review moment kR we have to take only one decision: How
much to order. We relate this decision to the P2-service level as
follows.
PZ(k) .- the fraction of demand satisfied directly from stock on
hand during the replenishment cycle [kRtI,t, (ktl) RtL,~„] ,- 37 -
where I.r is the lead time of the delivery ordered at time kR.
From the analysis in section 3.1. we find that the Pz-service level
associated with an order-up-to-level So assumed at the review at
time 0 can be written as
E[ (D[O,R}Li)-So)'J - E[ (D[~,Lo~-So) ~~
Pz(So) - 1- E[D(Lo,RtLt) ~
(3.55)
Since we have dynamic demand we cannot apply (3.5)-(3.8). We have
to forecast demand during the time intervals (O,Ip) and (I..~,RfL~) .
There are several options here available:
a. Expert estimates
b. Time series analysis
c. A combination of a. and b.
Expert estimates
The dynamics of demand stem from a lot of sources. Often it is
hard to distinguish deliberate actions like advertising campaigns
and discounts from statistical fluctuations. Typically one needs
an expert opinion from salesmen or product managers to get some
idea of the impact of the deliberate actions. The problem is that
these experts are not used to quantify these forecasts in terms of
both an expected increase or decrease and some measure of uncer-
tainty, like a standard deviation or minimum and maximum increase.
I would like to emphasize here that this is a fundamental problem.
It involves cultural change to solve it. One must not expect that
mathematical techniques like time series analysis can filter out
future actions based on historic data. In a rapidly changing
market as is the case today, one has to assess this problem again
and again.
Time series analvsis
Assuming that we have quantified the effect of the deliberate
actions and other a-typical incidents we may well apply time- 38 -
series analysis to historic data to find all more or less "random"
demand fluctuations. It is beyond the scope of this monograph to
go into detail about forecasting based on extrapolation or
intrapolation. A very nice paper on forecasting techniques, which
in fact discusses both expert estimation and mathematical
techniques, is Chambers et al. [1971].
Some pra:tical observations should be discussed. First of all it
appears to be relatively easy to find more or less deterministic
phenomena like trend and seasonality. Hence it remains to forecast
the effect of the statistical fluctuations superposed on the
already known components of the forecast. It is important to note
that this does not mean that a more or less stationary process
remains, on which our standard results from the previous sections
can be applied. Usually, the magnitude of the statistical fluc-
tuations depend on the magnitude of the aggregate forecast
obtained from expert estimates and time series analysis.
Zn principle these effects can be derived from e.g. Box-Jenkins
models. However, it appears that the added value of these kind of
sophisticated technique is marginal when comparing the performance
of these techniques with simpler ones like (double) exponential
smoothing, when the latter ones are applied by a professional.
We therefore conclude that one needs to combine both expert
opinions and rather simple mathematical techniques. The simplicity
of the mathematical technique has its price. The human component
involved in these techniques almost completely determine the
performance. Hence forecasting is 90~ human activity.
Practical considerations
Another important observation is that we advocate a direct
instead of a forecast of these
forecast of D(O,RtL,) and D(O,I.o) ,
random variables based on e.g. daily or weekly demand. Typically
the latter approach needs assumptions like independence and
stationarity when calculating forecast errors. Though a complete
mathematical model cannot be analyzed when dropping these as-
sumptions, in practice it is as easy to obtain direct forecasts of- 39 -
D(O,RtL~) and D(O,I.b) from historic data as weekly demand, say. It
is a matter of proper data handling. By doing so we can incor-
porate any possible dependencies and irregularities in the demand
process. The impact on existing forecast systems is immense, since
they are typically forecasting demand during calendar periods. The
widely-used IBM-Impact, e.g., assumes independentldemand during
consecutive periods.
CalculatinQ the dynamic order-uy-to-level
Let us assume that we have obtained a forecast. Then we rewrite
the random variables D(O,RtL~) and D(O,Lo) as follows
D(O,RtLi) - DF(O,RtLI) tE (O,R}L~)
D(~,Lo) - DF(~~Lo)tE(~~Lo)
Here DF ( 0, RtL~ ) and DF ( 0, Lo) are forecasts and therefore known
constants. The deviation from the forecast is given by e(O,RtL~)
and E(O,Lo), which are random variables.
Due to the nature of forecasting it is often assumed that the
forecast errors e(O,RtLi) and E(O,Lo) are normally distributed.
Here some comments are in order. In a lot of situations forecas-
ting schemes are applied, which produce as an output the standard
deviation or mean absolute deviation of demand itself, instead of
a standard deviation or MAD of the difference between the actual
outcome and the outcome of some model. In the first case one must
not apply normal distribution at all. We advise to use gamma
distributions. In the second case it is quite natural to apply the
normal distributions provided that the standard deviation of the
forecast error is not too large. Let us explain this more careful-




Assuming an unbiased forecast, c is the coefficient of variation
of D(O,RtL~). If E(O,RfLi) is normally distributed, there is a
possibility of negative demand in our model.
P{D(O,RtL~)c0} - P{E(O,RtL~)~-DF(O,RtL~)}
After elementary calculus we find
P{D(O,R}L~)~0} - ~(-~)
Suppose we want P{D(O,RfLi)~0}~0.05. Then we find that c~0.5. For
values of c exceeding 0.5, our model does not fit.
A more robust approach is as follows. Again assume that D~(O,RfLi)
and a(E(O,RfL~)) are known. Now assume that
E(O,RtLI)fDF(O,RtL~) is qamma distributed.
Then P{D(O,RtL,)~0}-0 and for small values of c the two models
almost coincide because of the central limit theorem. Moreover,
this approach again unifies results. We can apply the algorithms
developed in section 3.1. to find the appropriate value of So.
The approach sketched above is not mathematically rigorous.
Usually the value of a(e(O,RtLi)) is derived from some model
assuminct normally distributed forecast errors. Yet the robustness
of the suggested model, as well as the similarities in case the
normal distribution provides a good fit compensate for this.
Step 1 Determine DF(O,RtL~), DF(O,Lo) using a combination of expert
~ estimates and mathematical techniques.- 41 -
Step 2 Use mathematical techniques to determine a(E(D~RtLi)) and
a (E (o,Lo) ) .
Step 3 Compute So from (3.58) using the PDF-method, assuming gamma
distributions.
For the stationary demand case we derived expression`for the mean
physical stock. In the dynamic demand case this hardly makes sense
due to the dynamics. In that case it is preferred to use the
expected net stock immediately before replenishment moments. These
are easily obtained from the analysis.
Expected net stock immediately before RfLI
- So-DF(o,R}L~)
If we need an estimate of the average stock during the replenish-
cle (Lo, RtL~) we suggest to use:
ment cy
Expected mean physical stock during (Lo,RfLi)
(DF(p,RtL~) -DF(~,Lo) )
- So-DF(~~Lo) - 2
Any exact mathematical analysis is not possible.
the Box-Jenkins method provides an estimate of the
Typically, assuming white noise.
standard deviation of the forecast error,
Hence we have
pF-D d N(O,QZ)
Let us suppoSe that we want to calculate a constant S such that- 42 -
p{D1S} - oc




We assume that the standard deviation a is proportional to DF,
which is quite reasonable from a practical point of view. Hence
D~~-D d N(O,CZDzF)
This concludes our discussion of the (R,S)-model. The (R,S)-model
is probably the most widely-used inventory management policy. We
discussed at length the stationary model and generalized resWhen
for the stationary model to the dynamic demand model,
deriving an expression for the PZ-measure. Practitioners may justly
argue that the dynamic demand case is the only relevant one. Yet
the results obtained for the stationary demand case can well be
applied to obtain insight and to set initial parameter values. As
the system evolves in time the logic for dynamic demand should be
used and the system should collect data, such that feedback and
adjustments lead to better performances. In terms of forecasting
and data handling a lot needs to be done, especially one needs to
focus on lead time demand itself.
In the next chapters, we discuss other inventory management
policies. In chapter 7 the (R,S)-model is compared in terms of
costs with the other policies.REFERENCES
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